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@milkshakehairuk 
milkshakehaircare.co.uk

Your local milk_shake® distributor is:
PROMOTION OF THE MONTH

MARCH / milk_shake® Silver Shine
APRIL / milk_shake® Moisture Plus

For more info on these special offers and other 
promotions see insert >>>

decologic 
BLACK 
LIGHT
Say HELLO  
to Black Light, 
the new lightening 
experience!

With its new and revolutionary 
technology, decologic BLACK LIGHT 
lightens up to 7 levels whilst eliminating 
warm tones from the hair! 
We are delighted to introduce you to this  
game-changing product that allows you to 
effortlessly achieve much-desired cool blonde 
shades in less time than ever whilst maintaining 
the hair’s integrity!
milk_shake® decologic BLACK LIGHT is a 
black lightening cream with a double action: 
- charcoal and pigments inhibit the warm melanin 
within the hair giving natural-looking, neutralised or 
grey colour tones according to the base level and 
the oxidising strength  
- the fruit sugar complexes repair and protect the 
hair during lightening. 
“Delight your clients with seamless, healthy 
and beautiful cool blondes in less time than 
ever before.”
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At last! We can celebrate that lighter, brighter and 
happier times are ahead and there is nothing quite like 
the power of us hairdressers to embrace this much-
needed positivity and help lift the spirits of the nation!
We can finally get back to doing what we love and help our clients 
look and feel their best in time for the sunshine season. Complexion-
boosting, feature-enhancing hair colours and styles are back on 
the radar as your clients can say their final goodbye to over-grown 
balayage, disastrous box dyes and those unflattering natural roots!
We ask milk_shake’s Ambassadors ANDREW SMITH and 
SCOTT THOMAS-BAYLISS to share their vision for Lightening 
in 2021.

Brighter & Lighter
“2021 is set to be the year of 
dimensional colour and texture. Lots 
of focus on blondes that pop with 
panels of brightness created by adding 
soft multi-tonal lowlights - we want 
those face frames and brightness to 
really stand out and set the colour off. 
milk_shake® BLACK LIGHT is the 
ultimate new time-saving lightener that 
is fantastic for creating dimensions -  
with a charcoal-based formula, it  
kills warmth and tones during the 
lightening process and keeps the 
hair super-healthy.”

Sunkissed Brunettes
“Brunettes that are so glossy and rich 
with multi-tonal freehand sunkissed 
pieces to show lots of texture and 
dimension. Bright hair is back and this 
time it’s statement! Think bold, think 
contrast, think wow. This might be a 
bright bold face frame money piece or 
a vivid colour melt. It’s all about head-
turning colour that pops!”

Playful Blondes
“For those who love more playful blonde 
tones, introduce them to milk_shake® 
Colour Whipped Cream temporary 
colours which are safe to use at home 
in between salon visits. With low 
commitment and containing treatment 
for the hair you can experiment with one 
colour then simply let it rinse out within a 
few washes and try another keeping all 
your friends guessing what will be next. 
milk_shake® Colour Whipped Cream 
is the ultimate home care choice for your 
clients and will keep their colour beautiful 
in between salon visits.”

ANDREW SMITH’S incredible ICONIC 
collection image graced the frontcover 
of January’s Professional Hairdresser!  
Coloured with milk_shake® and toned with 
Colour Whipped Cream.

ICONIC 
FRONT COVER! 



March 3rd 
EXPLORING COLOUR
The perfect opportunity to gain product 
knowledge on all milk_shake® colour 
families. Colour Whipped Cream, Direct 
Colour, Smoothies & Creative Colour  
are covered. 

March 10th 
PERFECT BOB WITH  
ANDREW SMITH
Would you love to return to the 
salon having mastered the perfect 
bob? Join BHA Award Winner Andrew 
Smith who will inspire, guide and talk 
you through the perfect bob during a live 
Zoom demonstration. Expect to walk 
away inspired with tips and tricks that will 
enhance your skills.

March 15th 
EXPLORING K RESPECT
Product knowledge on the full range 
exploring all 4 techniques.

March 22nd  
CUTTING IT CURLY WITH  
DAVID VAULT-BAKER
Would you love to master your curly 
hair cutting & styling skills? Join David 
Vault-Baker, an award winning curly hair 
specialist, for tips and tricks on how to 
delight your curly hair clients. During this 
live Zoom you can expect to master the 
foundations, technique inspiration and how 
to market your new found specialism.

March 25th 
BRIDAL HAIR & STYLING WITH 
SHELLEY LANE
Are you wanting to upgrade your 
bridal hair styling skills? Take 
inspiration from award-winning bridal hair 
specialist Shelley Lane. Shelley will cover 
the fundamentals of bridal hair styling, 
guide you on how to create the perfect 
and long lasting finish whilst exploring key 
bridal hair trends. 

April 21st  
EXPLORING THE BRAND
The ultimate introduction to milk_shake® 
products. Knowledge on our shampoo 
range, Lifestyling, Natural Care,  
Integrity System & Colour.

May 5th 
EXPLORING BLONDE 
Decologic product knowledge and lots 
of inspiration, hints & tips on toning.

May 17th  
EXPLORING TREATMENTS
Product knowledge and a focus on the 
importance of treating the hair prior and 
post colour.

June 14th  
EXPLORING TONERS
Product knowledge purely on toners. 
We will explore how to create the perfect 
tone. Followed with a Q&A.

June 30th  
EXPLORING COLOUR 
The perfect opportunity to gain product 
knowledge on all milk_shake® colour 
families. Colour Whipped Cream, Direct 
Colour, Smoothies & Creative Colour  
are covered.

July 12th  
EXPLORING TRANSFORMATION
Playing with swatches, exploring the rules 
of colour correction and discovering the 
best milk_shake® products to help you 
create the perfect transformation.

September 8th  
EXPLORING K RESPECT
Product knowledge on the full range 
exploring all 4 techniques.

September 27th  
EXPLORING SMOOTHIES
The perfect opportunity to gain product 
knowledge and lots of hints and tips 
on milk_shake® Smoothies. From 
understanding the ingredients, to best use 
of toners you will explore this much loved 
colour range.

October 4th  
EXPLORING COLOUR 
The perfect opportunity to gain product 
knowledge on all milk_shake® colour 
families. Colour Whipped Cream, Direct 
Colour, Smoothies & Creative Colour 
are covered.

October 20th  
EXPLORING GREY  
COVERAGE
Exploring grey coverage. Covering grey 
hair with milk_shake® Creative, 
Smoothies and Direct Colour. 

November 15th  
EXPLORING TREATMENTS
Product knowledge and a focus on 
the importance of treating the hair prior 
and post colour.

All National Zoom Education is 
completely FREE of charge

milk_shake®

Education 
2021

milk_shake®  
Education Manager  
Josie Newman 

For more information on Education Courses please email education@red-hotproducts.com 
Visit www.milkshakehaircare.co.uk/educationdates for upcoming dates and information on how to register

At milk_shake®, we’re passionate that every member of the salon family should have the 
opportunity to become involved, explore and understand the beautiful world of milk_shake®. 
It’s for these reasons that our Education Schedule for 2021 is comprehensive, inspirational, 
enlightening and easy-to-access.
Your feedback is invaluable to us and, after many of our milk_shake® family asking for further 
education on Toners and Treatments, we are delighted to now introduce 2 brand new 
courses to our ZOOM library. We’re certain you’ll enjoy the new Exploring Treatments  
and Exploring Toners sessions.  



MILK_SHAKE HAIR  UK & IRELAND

DON’T MISS AN ISSUE 
Want to receive your milk_shake® newsletter direct to your inbox?

Please visit our website www.milkshakehaircare.co.uk and complete a Request A Newsletter form.

Want to join in? Simply search milkshake Hair Professionals UK & Ireland

Salon Gratitude  
@luxehairstudioashleycross

Lilac Skies  
@thestrandburton

White Magic  
@hairbykirst

Cocktail Crush  
@centraleightyeight

Amethyst Crystal  
@hairbyklavre

Rose Quartz  
@jess_lushhairandbeautybar

Quick Fire  
QUESTIONS
WITH AMBASSADORS SHELLEY LANE & DAVID VAULT BAKER

WHAT’S HAPPENING ON INSTAGRAM     Tag @milkshakehairuk Include #milk_shake #milkshakehairuk

Lighter, brighter blondes are 
having their moment so let’s get 
the lowdown on the must-have 
lightening products:
Best for balayage? 
Shelley: Balayage Clay 
for that security blanket of 
ease and perfection.

Highlights?  
Dave: Decologic Blue is 
the perfect all rounder when highlighting: it 
lifts, tones & is economical.

Foilayage?  
Shelley: Balayage Clay & Black Light for 
multi-tonal effects with different levels of lift.

Toning to create seamless silver? 
Dave: Either Platinum Tone Controllers for 
the soft silver or for a more intense silver use 
Silver Smoothies.

Toning to create pearl?  
Shelley: I love Powder, 10.13 & Pearl 
Smoothies or Tone Controller White, 
Platinum & Light Ash Blonde.

Toning to create white? 
Dave: Go for 10.07 & Pearl in Smoothies.

Speedy service for toning?  
Shelley: Has to be Silver Shine, Colour 
Whipped Creams or Direct Colours.

Best treatment for blondes?   
Dave: Integrity as this will reconstruct.

Best take home for blondes?   
Shelley: Moisture Plus Shampoo 
or Sweet Camomile Shampoo, 
Integrity Conditioner or Whipped 
Cream, Integrity Treatment 
weekly and Integrity Oil.
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“A product called AMAZING has a lot 
to live up to and I really hoped it would 
be as good as the name. milk_shake® 
- you didn’t let me down!! I’m so happy 
with my hair since using this. It definitely 
stopped the frizz and my blowdry now 
lasts 3 days instead of 2. I have already 
recommended it to all my friends.”

Natalie, Surrey

“Oh my absolute lockdown saviour!  
This stuff is so easy to use and has really 
stopped me messing around with box 
dyes trying to cover my greys while my 
hairdresser was unable to work!

Thank you milk_shake® for always 
making me smile when I look in  
the mirror”

Catherine, Manchester

Hair Heroes 
YOUR CLIENTS  

HAVE THEIR SAY!

sos roots


